Exhumed lateral margins and increasing infill confinement of a submarine landslide complex
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ABSTRACT
Submarine landslides, including the basal shear surfaces along which they fail, and subsequent infill, are commonly observed in modern seafloor and seismic reflection datasets. Their resultant relief impacts sediment routing and storage patterns on continental margins. Here, three stacked submarine landslides are documented from the Permian Ecca Group, Laingsburg depocentre, Karoo Basin, South Africa, including two superimposed lateral margins. The stratigraphic framework includes measured sections and correlated surfaces along a 3 km long, 150 m high outcrop. Two stacked 2.0-4.5 km wide and 90 m and 60 m deep erosion surfaces are recognised, with lateral gradients of 8° and 4° respectively. The aim of this study is to understand the evolution of a submarine landslide complex, including: evolution of basal shear surfaces/zones; variation of infill confinement; and location of the submarine landslides in the context of basin-scale sedimentation and degradation rates.

Three stages of formation are identified: 1) failure of submarine landslide 1, with deposition of unconfined remobilized deposits; 2) failure of submarine landslide 2, forming basal shear surface/zone 1, with infill of remobilized deposits and weakly confined turbidites; and 3) failure of submarine landslide 3, forming basal shear surface/zone 2, with infill of remobilized deposits and confined turbidites, transitioning stratigraphically to unconfined deposits. Basal shear varies laterally, from metres thick zones in silt-rich strata to sharp, to discrete stepped surfaces in sand-rich strata.
Faulting and rotation of overlying bedding suggest that the shear surfaces/zones were dynamic.
Stacking of landslides resulted from multiphase slope failure, increasing down-dip topography, and confinement of infilling deposits. The failure slope was likely a low supply tilted basin margin evidenced by megaclast entrainment from underlying basin-floor successions and the lack of channel systems. We develop a generic model of landslide infill, as a function of sedimentation and degradation rates, which can be applied globally.

INTRODUCTION
Submarine landslides degrade and reshape continental margins, and can cover areas of thousands of square kilometres (e.g. McAdoo et al., 2000; Frey-Martínez et al., 2005; Moscardelli et al., 2006; Moscardelli & Wood, 2008, 2015). Their catastrophic nature means they can destroy seabed infrastructure (Locat & Lee, 2002; Hoffman et al., 2004; Shipp et al., 2004; Masson et al., 2006) and have the potential to disrupt the overlying water column to form tsunamigenic waves (e.g. Pelinovsky & Poplavsky, 1996; Driscoll et al., 2000; Løvholt et al., 2005). The quasi-instantaneous modification of the seascape by these events leads to the rerouting, capture and ponding of subsequent flows (e.g. Alves & Cartwright, 2010; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2015; Kneller et al., 2016; Fallgatter et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2017). Therefore, understanding the formation and infill of major submarine landslides is required to assess their geohazard potential, and the stratigraphic evolution of continental margins. Submarine landslides on the modern seabed, and buried examples imaged in reflection seismic data, illustrate their wide range of scales, geometries, run out distances, and return periods (e.g. Bellaiche et al., 1986; Normark & Gutmacher, 1988; Normark, 1990; Gee et al., 2001; Masson et al., 2002; Hürlimann et al., 2004; Haflidason et al., 2004; Solheim et al., 2005; Frey-Martínez et al., 2006; Jackson, 2011; Baeten et al., 2013; Hunt et al., 2013; Laberg et al., 2014; Alfaro & Holz, 2014; León et al., 2017).

Submarine landslides move down-slope across a basal shear surface (sensu Bull et al., 2009), also referred to in previous studies as a glide-, failure-, slip- or basal shear plane (e.g. Alves, 2010; Masson et al., 2010; Baeten et al., 2014), or a detachment or décollement surface (e.g. Vanneste et al., 2006). The basal shear surface develops due to progressive shear failure (Varnes, 1978; Bull et al., 2009), and extensive substrate entrainment leads to downslope increases in flow volume (bulking) (Prior et al., 1984; Gee et al., 2006; Dykstra et al., 2011; Joanne et al., 2013; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2017a). Lateral margins are part of the basal shear surface, and typically form steep planar surfaces (e.g. Fig. 1) perpendicular or sub-parallel to the direction of net displacement (Frey-Martínez et al., 2006; Bull et al., 2009; Gamberi et al., 2011; Alves, 2015; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2017a). Basal shear surfaces can have a thickness forming a basal shear zone (sensu Alves & Lourenço, 2010), and can be modified by further failure events, creating complex and composite features, which can be later modified by differential compaction (Alves, 2010). Failed material from the landslide found...
above and beyond the basal shear surface (Hampton et al., 1996; Frey-Martinez et al., 2005) consists of slides, slumps and debris flows (Varnes, 1958) and their spatial transitions (Martinsen, 1994) with deposits collectively referred to as remobilized deposits. These individual failure events are equivalent to mass transport deposits (MTDs) in studies focused on reflection seismic datasets, which stack to form mass transport complexes (MTCs). Failures can form a single submarine landslide or a composite landslide complex (e.g. Gee et al., 2006; Antobreh & Krastel, 2007; Li et al., 2017) with products of failure often treated as multiple separate events (MTDs) in seismic and outcrop datasets (e.g. Moscardelli et al., 2006; Sobiesiak et al., 2016; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2017b).

Understanding of the evolution of submarine landslides and their impact on subsequent flow processes is limited by the low vertical resolution and lithological calibration from modern and subsurface examples. Detailed information on the substrate lithology, the basal shear surface or zone, and the sedimentology and stratigraphic architecture of overlying strata can be provided by exhumed examples (e.g. Martinsen, 1989; Martinsen & Bakken, 1990; Lucente & Pini, 2003; Pickering & Corregidor, 2005; Spörl & Rowland, 2007; Callot et al., 2008; King et al., 2011). These examples permit the character and evolution of the basal shear surface or zone (e.g. Alves & Lourenço, 2010; Dakin et al., 2013), and process interactions between subsequent flows and submarine landslide relief (e.g. Armitage et al., 2009; Jackson & Johnson, 2009; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2015; Kneller et al., 2016; Sobiesiak et al., 2016; Fallgatter et al., 2017), to be investigated. However, exhumed submarine landslide systems of scales comparable to modern and subsurface examples are beyond the scale of most outcrops. For example, large-scale (10s m deep) basal erosion has rarely been demonstrated (e.g. Lucente & Pini, 2003; Shultz et al., 2005; van der Merwe et al., 2009; Dakin et al., 2013) and both exhumed lateral margins of basal shear surfaces or zones, and the evolution of flow confinement over multiple submarine landslides, have not been investigated.

This study aims to document a unique example of exhumed deposits of three successive submarine landslides, including the lateral margins of two distinct basal shear surfaces or zones, using a large outcrop of Permian, lower Ecca Group stratigraphy at the distal end of the Laingsburg deep-water system, Karoo Basin, South Africa. Specific objectives are: i) to investigate the evolution of three submarine landslides from basal shear surface or zone erosion and deformation to infill and overspill; ii) to categorise the variations in confinement of remobilized and turbidite components that overlie the basal shear surface or zone; iii) to investigate variations in the basal shear surface or zone across strike; and iv) to consider the context of this example in terms of basin-scale sedimentation and degradation.
GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Karoo Basin and stratigraphy

The Karoo Basin, South Africa (Fig. 2A), has been interpreted as a retroarc foreland basin (Visser & Prackelt, 1996; Visser, 1997; Catuneanu et al., 1998), and more recently as a thermal sag basin that subsequently evolved into a retroarc foreland basin in the Triassic (Tankard et al., 2009). The 8 km thick Karoo Supergroup (Fig. 2C) is subdivided into the Dwyka, Ecca and Beaufort Groups. The Dwyka Group comprises glacial deposits (Late Carboniferous to Early Permian); the Ecca Group clastic marine deposits (Permian); and the Beaufort fluvial deposits (Permian to Triassic).

Basal deposits of the Lower Ecca Group (Fig. 2A) comprise mudstones, chert and shallow marine carbonates of the Prince Albert Formation, overlain by black carbonaceous mudstones of the Whitehill Formation and fine-grained turbidites, cherts and ashes of the Collingham Formation. These formations together average 250 m in thickness and are mapped for 800 km along the southern margin of the Karoo Basin (Viljoen, 1992, 1994; Visser, 1992; Johnson et al., 1997). In the Laingsburg depocentre, the Collingham Formation is overlain by the Vischkuil Formation, which forms the basal section of the 1800 m thick progradational succession through basin-floor deposits (Vischkuil and Laingsburg formations; Sixsmith et al., 2004; van der Merwe et al., 2010), channelized submarine slope (Fort Brown Fm.; Hodgson et al., 2011; Di Celma et al., 2011; Flint et al., 2011) to shelf-edge and shelf deltas (Waterford Fm.; Jones et al., 2015; Poyatos-Moré et al., 2016). Regional palaeoflow is towards the NE and E throughout the succession with the entry point to the SW (van der Merwe et al., 2014). The mapping of successive slope-to-basin-floor systems in the Laingsburg depocentre indicates the presence of a lateral, broadly E-W orientated basin margin to the south of the Laingsburg area (van der Merwe et al., 2014). In the east of the Laingsburg depocentre, the Vischkuil and Laingsburg formations thin and pinch out, along with the sand-rich component of the Fort Brown Formation. Around the town of Prince Albert (Fig. 1) the distal reaches of the Vischkuil and Laingsburg formations intercalate with the Ripon Formation, a deep-water system derived from the east (Kingsley, 1981; Visser, 1993). The Ripon Formation deposits are distinctive at outcrop due to their coarser (medium sandstone) grain size.

DATA AND METHODS

Study location

This study focuses on a large outcrop at the distal end of the Laingsburg depocentre (Fig. 2A), located 95 km east of Laingsburg town and 14 km west of Prince Albert (Fig. 2A). The NW-SE orientated outcrop is 3 km in length and 150 m in height. The base of the outcrop is marked by in place strata of the Prince Albert, Collingham and Whitehill formations, which can be traced laterally...
across an area of 1.5-2 kilometres of either no exposure or intensely tectonically deformed strata, to
more continuous outcrops to the east and west of the section (Fig. 2B). Uniquely at this location,
both the Collingham and Whitehill formations are cut out over a >1.5 km long section, with highly
contorted overlying deposits (Fig. 2B). The overall tectonic shortening direction in the southern
Karoo Basin is to the north, with west-east trending and north verging thrust faults and folds that are
closely associated with quartz on slip planes. In the study area, the amount of shortening is ~38% (Spikings et al., 2015). The structural dip varies from 10° to 40° and the dip direction from NW to NE,
and shows minor displacement in the form of a thrust fault in the northeast of the section. Syn-
 sedimentary deformation is readily identifiable as being bound by undeformed units, and the faults
and folds not following the regional tectonic trends outlined above.

Methodology
Twenty long measured sections (up to 150 m), and numerous shorter sections, totalling 1500 m,
were logged at cm-scale to document lithology, grain size, sedimentary structures and key stratal
boundaries (Figs 2B and 3). The correlation framework is constrained by walking stratigraphic
surfaces between sections (Fig. 3) augmented with photopanels compiled using Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle photography (Fig. 3B). A laterally continuous sandstone package, a distinctive 10 m thick
package of sharp topped, thin-bedded sandstone and siltstone turbidites, which can be traced
laterally across 2.5 km of the outcrop, is used as an upper correlation datum (Fig. 3). In addition, a
distinctive and uniform bed present throughout the basin-fill known as the Matjiesfontein chert, a
laterally extensive 40-50 cm thick white chert bed in the Collingham Formation identified across the
SW Karoo Basin (Fig. 3) was used as a basal datum. Palaeocurrent data were collected from ripple
cross laminations, flutes and grooves, with fold hinges and bedding plane measurements providing
kinematic data within contorted units. Regional-scale measured sections were collected several
kilometres either side of the outcrop to constrain the large-scale architecture with general facies
associations shown in Figure 2B.

FACIES ASSOCIATIONS
Six facies associations have been classified based on sedimentary facies and interpreted processes.

FA 1: Iron-rich mudstone
This facies association comprises dark-grey, carbonaceous, iron-rich mudstone with common chert
nodules, carbonate concretions and large petrified wood clasts. Remobilized mudstone beds are also
present within a dark mudstone matrix, usually well cemented and iron rich (Fig. 4A), <50 cm in
thickness, folded and/or disaggregated. Packages are >30 m thick with a sharp upper contact with
organic-rich mudstone.
Interpretation

FA 1 is the Prince Albert Formation, which was deposited either in a marine basin as shelf deposits (Strydom, 1950; Buhmann et al., 1989; Visser, 1991, 1994), or in a freshwater lake environment (Herbert & Compton, 2007). Prince Albert Formation sediments accumulated from syn- to post-glacial suspension fall-out and flocculation of fines from large inflows of sediment-laden water (Domack, 1983; Smith & Ashley, 1985), with some input by turbidity currents and mud flows of semi-consolidated sediments (Tankard et al., 1982; Visser, 1991).

FA 2: Organic-rich mudstone

This facies association comprises a uniform, laterally continuous, 30 m thick package of organic-rich, black coloured, thinly laminated mudstone (Fig. 4B), which weathers white. The unit has a sharp upper and lower contact with bounding lithostratigraphic units.

Interpretation

FA 2 is the Whitehill Formation, a carbonaceous mudstone (Visser 1979; Tankard, 2009), which formed in anoxic conditions across the Karoo Basin (Oelofsen, 1987), indicating little seabed topography at the time of deposition. The sedimentation rate for the Whitehill Formation is thought to be very low with almost no coarse clastic input in relatively shallow water (Flint et al., 2011).

FA 3: Thinly bedded fine grained turbidites, ash and chert

Interbedded siltstone (<1-30 cm), organic rich/iron cemented beds (Fig. 4C), chert (<40 cm), iron-rich splinter weathered mudstone, sandstone beds (<20 cm) and sandy ash deposits (<1-40 cm) (Fig. 4E). Beds are planar and laterally continuous (Fig. 4F), including the distinctive 45 cm thick Matjiesfontein chert bed, traceable across the outcrop belt (Fig. 4D). Sandstone and coarse siltstone beds with normally graded bed tops contain planar, ripple and climbing ripple lamination. These deposits gradually transition upward into sandstone beds. Packages are up to 30-35 m thick.

Interpretation

The Collingham Formation comprises suspension and turbidity current deposits (Johnson et al., 2006) in a brackish-marine setting (Scheffler et al., 2006; Tankard et al., 2009). Interlayered ashfall tuffs may have derived from volcanoes located in what is now northern Patagonia, where Permian silicic-andesitic volcanic and plutonic rocks crop out (McKay et al., 2015).

FA 4: Sandstone and siltstone turbidites

Interbedded, sharp based and topped siltstone and sandstone beds varying in thickness (<0.01-3 m) with grading ranging from, no grading (Figs 4G and 4I), through weak normal grading, to well graded with siltstone caps (Fig. 4H). Beds are structureless (Fig. 4G) or contain a variety of sedimentary
structures including planar (Fig. 4J), ripple and climbing ripple lamination (Figs 4J and 4K), flutes and
grooves on bed bases, and a range of dewatering structures including pipes, ball-and-pillow and
flame structures. Beds range from laterally continuous to discontinuous with thickening and thinning
to pinchout over 10s of metres. Commonly, the more discontinuous beds onlap underlying packages
and have widely dispersed palaeocurrent directions. Packages range from 5-50 m thick. Locally, this
facies association forms tightly folded and contorted units (transitioning to FA 6) with highly variable
fold axis orientations.

**Interpretation**

Structureless and normally graded sandstones are interpreted as sand-rich high-density turbidity
current deposits (Bouma, 1962; Lowe, 1982; Mutti, 1992; Kneller & Branney, 1995). The absence of
sedimentary structures indicates rapid deposition and limited development of depositional
bedforms. Planar- and ripple-lamination are a product of reworking of the bed beneath low-density
turbidity currents (Allen, 1984; Southard, 1991; Best & Bridge, 1992). Dewatering structures are a
result of sediment liquefaction (Mulder & Alexander, 2001; Stow & Johansson, 2002). Abrupt
thickness changes, onlap and widely dispersed palaeocurrent directions indicate interaction of flows
with underlying topography (Kneller et al., 1991). Normally graded beds with siltstone caps indicate
3D topographical confinement of turbidites (e.g. Pickering & Hiscott, 1985; Haughton, 1994; Sinclair
& Tomasso, 2002; Sinclair & Cowie, 2003). Sharp bed tops and lack of grading suggest deposition in
an unconfined setting. Generally, these beds are more laterally consistent in thickness suggesting
that depositional processes were not strongly affected by seabed topography. Localised folded and
contorted units indicate remobilization.

**FA 5: Chaotic deposits**

Poorly sorted conglomerate that comprises sub-angular to sub-rounded intrabasinal mudstone clasts
(mm – 10s of cm in diameter), mm-scale terrestrial organic material and other remobilized deposits
(FA 6; cm’s – 100s m in diameter) supported by a matrix of claystone, siltstone and/or sandstone
(Fig. 4M). Thicknesses of chaotic packages can vary from 0.5-50 m, and vary laterally and
stratigraphically, along with clast size and lithology, forming undulating top surfaces (Fig. 4L).

**Interpretation**

The poor sorting and matrix-supported fabric indicate cohesive debris flow deposits. Variations in
thickness, lithology, and clast size result from changes in lithology of the primary sediment, transport
distance and seabed topography. Cohesive freezing of material (Middleton & Hampton, 1976)
creates irregular top surfaces.
FA 6: Remobilized deposits

This FA comprises two broad types:

i. Folded strata: Small scale (0.4-5 m) (Figs 4N and 4P) and large scale (up to 80 m amplitude; Fig. 4O) folded sandstone and siltstone beds, exhibiting a variety of shapes, sizes and orientations. Fold attitude varies from upright to recumbent, with interlimb angles from isoclinal to open. Beds are sheared and faulted, and vary in their degree of preservation of primary sedimentary structures. Commonly, small-scale folds are detached and randomly orientated. Large-scale folded strata can show stronger vergence directions.

and

ii. Clasts and megaclasts: Blocks of remobilized strata, varying in size, degree of disaggregation, and preservation of primary sedimentary structures. Clasts vary in scale from 10 cm diameter to 60 m thick and 750 m in length. Clasts are fractured and disaggregated at their edges with brittle deformation features. Smaller clasts are present within a matrix. Commonly, clasts comprise FA3 (Collingham Fm.) with minor amounts of FA2 (Whitehill Fm.).

Interpretation

i. Folded strata are interpreted to form through ductile deformation during remobilization of primary bedding and transport in slumps. The variety of fold sizes, attitudes, interlimb angles and primary bedding preservation is a result of the lithology, amount of consolidation prior to remobilization, and transport distance.

ii. Clasts and megaclasts are interpreted to be entrained at the headwall of the primary flow, or entrained from the underlying substrate and collapsing lateral margins during transport. Brittle deformation and preserved structures indicate lithification prior to entrainment. Large clasts are transported as slide blocks. Disaggregation at edges of clasts is interpreted to form during collision with other debris during transport.

STRATIGRAPHIC SUBDIVISION AND CORRELATION

The stratigraphic architecture is constrained using the two marker units described in the Methodology section (Fig. 3). The physical stratigraphy is also sub-divided by two large-scale erosion surfaces 1 and 2 (Fig. 3), which were walked out and identified by abrupt facies changes where underlying strata are truncated and overlying strata thin, fine and onlap the surface. The depositional architecture can be constrained by the dip of the strata below, outside, and above the interval of interest. Mean lithology, and in particular the proportion of clay, inside and outside the two main erosional, confining surfaces, Surface 1 and 2, are similar, and therefore the surface
morphology and architecture of infilling stratal packages is unlikely to have been substantially altered by differential compaction.

Depositional architecture and facies distribution
The stratigraphy of the outcrop has been subdivided into 5 depositional packages (Figs 3 and 5).

Package 1
The base of Package 1 (P1, Fig. 5) comprises >50 m of Lower Ecca Group stratigraphy, including the upper Prince Albert Fm. (FA1; Fig. 4A), the Whitehill Fm. (FA2; Fig. 4B), and the Collingham Fm. (FA 3; Figs 4C, 4D, 4E and 4F). Palaeocurrent measurements from ripple lamination indicate eastward palaeoflow (Fig. 5). This basal section is overlain by a 25-30 m thick unit of thin siltstone turbidites with subordinate sandstone beds (FA 4), and intercalated small-scale (1-2 m) slumps that comprise matrix (FA 5) with minor basal incision (a few metres deep) that marks an uneven basal contact, although no large-scale erosional confinement is observed (Figs 6 and 7A). A 20 m thick and >100 m exposed outcrop length megaclast (FA 6ii) of Collingham Fm. (FA 3) (Fig. 5) is present at the top of this unit. Package 1 is in place east and west of the outcrop (Fig. 2B and 2C), but is locally cut-out by Surface 1 (Figs 5 and 7A).

Surface 1
Surface 1 (S1, Fig. 5) cuts down from the SE to the NW of the outcrop (Figs 5 and 7A) with an averaged compacted gradient of 8°. The width of this surface is 2.0-4.5 km with a depth of >90 m. In the SE, the surface initially incises the sand-rich folded strata in the upper part of Package 1, forming a sharp and smooth erosional contact (Fig. 7A). The surface is less distinct where it incises the underlying siltstone-rich sediment. Instead, a zone with an intense shear fabric up to 10 m thick is present that comprises small-scale (2-3 m thick/2-10 m long) sheath folds and low angle faults with varied orientations and displacement of 0.01-1 m (Fig. 8A). Shear zone sediments consist of lenticular packages of highly deformed and foliated siltstone and sandstone with no internal sedimentary structures (Fig. 8A). The lower part of this surface is inferred by thinning of the overlying deposits and truncation of underlying beds. To the NW, this surface passes into the subcrop, such that the deepest point of erosion is not exposed (Fig. 3).

Package 2
The base of Package 2 (P2, Fig. 5) is confined by Surface 1. In the NW of the outcrop, at its deepest exposed point, Surface 1 is overlain by a >60 m thick section of folded sandstone (FA 6i) with a debrite matrix (FA 7) (Figs 4O and 7C), exposed for >1.5 km, and dipping into the subcrop (Fig. 3). Metre-scale folds are present throughout the unit with intense shearing and thrusts along steep
planes. Fold attitude varies from upright to recumbent, with interlimb angles from isoclinal to open. Hinge line and bedding plane measurement of smaller folds appear to be distributed randomly with most detached and supported by a debritic matrix. The fold axis of a 50 m high isoclinal fold is orientated roughly E-W, with the pole to best fit girdle of bedding measurements also indicating an E-W orientation of the fold hinge line (Fig. 5). Sharply overlying this unit is a megaclast of Whitehill and Collingham formations (FA 6ii), 750 m in outcrop length and up to 60 m thick (Fig. 7C). Bedding plane measurements within the clast are at higher angles (10-20°) and different orientations to the surrounding in-place strata and the clast shows deformed edges. In the SE, Package 2 comprises fine and medium sandstone packages 0.5-2 m thick, interbedded with thin bedded siltstone packages <0.5 m thick, which onlap Surface 1 (Fig. 3A).

**Package 3**

The lowermost strata of Package 3 (P3, Fig. 5) onlaps Surface 1, and comprises thick turbidite beds (FA 4) (Fig. 7A). Basal beds thicken and thin (0-2 m thick) over 10s of metres, and onlap the underlying megaclast at high angles (Figs 7A and 7B). Bedding orientations vary across the package, with an increase in dip from an average of 0-5°N centrally over the megaclast (Fig. 7B) to 20°-30° NNE towards the SE of the outcrop where the package onlaps Surface 1 (Fig. 7A). Ripple palaeocurrents show a large variation in direction (Fig. 5). An overlying 16-18 m thick package of thin bedded (1-10 cm thick) planar and rare ripple laminated sandstone turbidites (FA 4) (Fig. 3), interbedded with thin siltstone beds (<1 cm-2 cm) contains rare small-scale slumps (0.2-4 m thick). These lower two packages are cut out by Surface 2 to the NW. Overlying these thin bedded sandstones is a discontinuous 18-20 m package of small scale slumps (FA 6i; 0.2-4 m thick) interbedded with laminated siltstone (FA 4) and a further 10-12 m package of thin bedded siltstone with rare, thin (< 10 cm) sandstone beds (FA 4). Both packages onlap Surface 1 to the SE (Fig. 7A) and are eroded by Surface 2 to the NW (Fig. 5).

In the SE, the overlying 2-4 m thick package comprises thickly bedded fine- and medium-grained sandstone turbidites (FA 4) with NW and NE flute and groove palaeocurrents (Fig. 5). This is overlain by 3-5 metres of laterally continuous thin bedded (<1-3 cm) coarse siltstones and fine sandstones (FA 4). Beds have sigmoidal shapes and are moderately bioturbated. Overlying this is a package (up to 40 m thick) of fine and medium sandstone beds, which comprises structureless amalgamated beds with dewatering structures and some intercalated debrites and folded strata (FA 5 and 6i). The unit becomes more slump and debrite dominated as it thickens to the SE of the outcrop (Figs 8B, 8C and 8D), and dissected by numerous extensional faults with throws of cm to 10 m and displacement to the N and E (Fig. 7A).
Surface 2

Surface 2 (S2, Fig. 5) cuts down from the SE to the NW across the outcrop (Fig. 7) with an estimated compacted gradient of 4°. The surface is 2.0-4.5 km wide and >60 m deep. In the SE of the outcrop, where the surface cuts the sandstone-rich strata of upper Package 3, the surface is sharp with a stepped character (Figs 7A, 8B, 8C and 8D). Here, the surface is cut by numerous small scours that are 10s of cm wide and long and up to 15 cm deep (Figs 8E and 8F), with palaeocurrents to the E (Fig. 5). The scours are draped with mudstone clasts and coarser grained sand (medium sandstone) lag deposits (Figs 8E and 8F). Towards the centre of the outcrop where Surface 2 cuts through Package 3 fine grained chaotic facies, the surface becomes less distinct and forms a shear zone up to 6 m in thickness (Fig. 3). In the shear zone, beds are tightly folded and displaced (0.01-10 m) by faults. Further NW, the location of Surface 2 is expressed as a sharp, locally erosive contact between underlying and overlying debrites (Figs 7B and 7C).

Package 4

Package 4 (P4; Fig. 5) consists of debrites with highly disaggregated Collingham Fm. clasts (FA 6ii), from m to 10s of m in length and 1-10 m in thickness (FA 6ii) supported by a fine siltstone matrix, onlapping Surface 1 and locally thickening in lows (FA 5; Figs 3, 5, 6 and 8D). In the central area and NW of the outcrop, the lower package comprises debrites. Individual debrites comprise mm to cm diameter angular mudstone clasts and metre-scale folded sandstone beds (FA 6i) supported by a poorly sorted siltstone to fine sandstone matrix (FA 5) with clasts of bedded sandstone and coarse siltstone up to 20 m thick and 100 m in outcrop length (Figs 3, 7B, 7C and 9). This package of debrites thins and onlaps onto Surface 2 to the southwest. Overlying this is a unit of slumped and folded strata (FA 6i) (1-13 m in thickness), with some preservation of primary sedimentary structures (originally <1-2 cm thin bedded sandstones and siltstones, similar to Package 3 strata) in the central section of the outcrop (Fig. 7B) and small-scale extensional faulting (mm-20 cm throw) prevalent throughout with material down-stepping towards the SE. This passes into poorly sorted sandstone (FA 5) in the NW of the outcrop, which founders up to 5 m into the debrite below (Figs 7C and 9) and onlaps onto Surface 2.

Package 5

The basal section (22-32 m thick) of Package 5 consists of 0.3-2 m thick normally graded turbidite beds with thick siltstone caps (FA 4), interbedded with thinly laminated fine siltstone (FA 4) (0.1-4 m thick) (Fig. 9). Commonly, sandstone beds are planar laminated, with rare ripple laminations. Rippled palaeocurrents throughout this basal section are towards the E or W (Fig. 5). Package 5 thins to the SE (6-10 m thick) and onlaps Surface 2 (Fig. 7A). The basal section of Package 5 is overlain by a 2-4 m thick, laterally extensive debrite (FA 5) that comprises siltstone and fine sandstone, with extensive
mm to cm diameter mudstone clasts throughout (Fig. 9). The debrite is overlain by another turbidite unit consisting of interbedded sandstone and siltstone beds with mudstone caps decreasing stratigraphically (FA 4) (Fig. 9). Beds contain mudstone clasts and organic matter at bed tops. Rare ripple and climbing ripple laminations are present, with a laterally traceable 0.5-1 m thick climbing ripple laminated bed with palaeocurrents generally towards the N but with a wide dispersal pattern (Fig. 5). This unit thins from 12 to 4 m from NW to SE, and onlaps Surface 2 to the SE (Figs 5 and 7A).

Overlying this is a 3-5 m thick unit that comprises folded and dewatered sandstone beds (FA 6i) in a siltstone matrix (FA 5; Figs 4N, 7A, 7B and 9) that thins over thicker Package 3 deposits in the SE (Fig. 5). Overlying this is a laterally continuous turbidite unit (15 m thick) that is uniform across the section and is used as an upper datum, with flute and groove palaeocurrents to the NW, and ripple palaeocurrents N-W (Figs 3, 4i, 4G, 7A, 7B and 9).

**Evolutionary model**

Palaeocurrent measurements and the wider stratigraphic context of the outcrop, in combination with the sedimentary architecture and facies, have enabled the formation of an evolutionary model (Figs 5 and 10).

**Package 1**

Lower Ecca Group deposits present throughout the Karoo Basin are interpreted as basin floor deposits (e.g. Visser 1979; Oelofsen, 1987), with their uniform nature suggesting little to no seabed topography (P1i, Fig. 10). The large-scale debrite overlying the Lower Ecca Group strata with no confining erosion surface (Fig. 6) suggest that they were unconfined in a downslope area, having outrun their basal shear surface onto the lower slope/basin-floor (e.g. Frey-Martinez et al., 2006; Posamentier & Martinsen, 2011) (P1ii; Fig. 10). The megaclast is interpreted as a rafted block, and the origin from basin floor strata indicates a period of uplift/tilting of the southern basin margin to allow up-dip entrainment (P1ii; Fig. 10). Megaclasts carried within the debrite may have moved to the top due to kinetic sieving (Middleton & Hampton, 1976) or moved as slide blocks (Gee et al., 2006).

**Surface 1**

Surface 1 (S1, Fig. 10) is interpreted as a basal shear surface varying laterally to a basal shear zone, overlain by a thick debrite that was either involved in the formation of the surface or emplaced later. The depth of erosion indicates a location on the submarine slope. The change noted in the nature of the surface, from a sharp erosional surface to a zone of intense shearing, coincides with the change in material from thickly bedded sandstone to thin-bedded siltstone (Figs 3 and 7A). The shear zone indicates that in the finer deposits strain was accommodated along multiple failure planes. The
deformation along the basal shear surface or zone may have formed in the initial emplacement event, or be a protracted record of deformation (e.g. Alves & Lourenço, 2010). The overall thickness of the succession, and therefore the original depth of Surface 1 incision and the gradient of the basal shear surface and shear zone will have been reduced by burial and compaction.

Package 2

The axis of folds in slumps is thought to originate parallel to sub-parallel to the strike of the slope (Bradley & Hansen, 1998) therefore indicating the gross transport direction (Woodcock, 1979; Farrell, 1984; Farrell & Eaton, 1987). Bedding and hinge line measurements taken from large-scale fold structures in the lower slumped unit suggest a N or S movement direction if this is an attached structure and not a clast (Fig. 5). The range of sediments, types of deformation and presence of shear surfaces and thrusts indicate several sources and methods of transport of the debrite and slump deposits. The presence of megaclasts of the Collingham and Whitehill formations suggest that updip these strata had been tilted sufficiently to be entrained in the headwall or from the substrate by overriding mass flows (S1 & P2, Fig. 10). These infilling strata may represent: i) the failed material that was involved in the initial mass flow that formed the basal shear surface, ii) later infilling deposits (e.g. Laberg et al., 2014), or iii) a combination of both (Ogiesoba & Hammes, 2012).

Package 3

Deposition of Package 3 marks the change to turbiditic strata (P3i, Fig. 10). Beds onlap topography created by the megaclast in the NW and Surface 1 in the SE. The widely dispersed palaeocurrents in the lower section of Package 3 (Fig. 5) indicate turbidity current deflection and reflection off erosional and depositional relief (e.g. Baines, 1984; Edwards et al., 1994; Haughton, 1994; Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999; Jackson & Johnson, 2009). The thin normal grading of lower Package 3 turbidites suggests that the flows were weakly confined downdip. The thick, tabular sand-rich strata in the SE are interpreted as a lobe complex (sensu Deptuck et al., 2008; Prélat et al., 2009) that onlaps Surface 1 in the SE of the outcrop (P3ii, Fig. 10). Palaeocurrents at the base of the lobe complex have a more consistent direction to the NE, indicating less topographic influence than deposits below (Fig. 5). The consistent thick bedded sandstone packages suggest axial lobe deposits with a highly aggradational stacking pattern. The aggradational stacking and the absence of graded bed tops and lack of fines suggest downstream flow-stripping (Sinclair & Tomasso, 2002) within a 3D confining topography, similar to intraslope lobe complexes (Spychala et al., 2015). Higher-density and coarser portions of flows are confined by a downstream topographical barrier, while low-density and finer portions of flows are able to breach this barrier and continue down-dip. The lobe complex is highly deformed with extensive soft-sediment deformation and shear failure surfaces in the SE of the outcrop, likely a result of instability after deposition above the lateral margin slope. Post-depositional tilting of this
entire package is evident from the increased angle of bed dips (on average 20°) towards the basal shear surface/zone (Fig. 7A and 7B).

Surface 2

Surface 2 is interpreted as a second basal shear surface varying laterally to a basal shear zone (S2, Fig. 10). Variation in the character of the shear surface to zone is coincident with lithological variation in the eroded material. The surface is sharp and stepped where eroded into the lobe complex sandstones. The presence of numerous scour features as well as overlying mudstone clasts and coarse sediment lags indicate that, at least over the lobe deposits, the surface was exposed and formed a sediment bypass zone (sensu Stevenson et al., 2015) prior to infill. In the central area, a zone of intense shear formed indicating that in the finer deposits strain was accommodated along multiple failure planes. This deformation may have formed in the initial emplacement event, or be a protracted record of deformation during infill (e.g. Alves & Lourenço, 2010).

Package 4

The debritic units represent the initial remobilized infill of Surface 2, onlapping and infilling in topographic lows. The direction of transport is unknown due to the degree of disaggregation, but may represent shedding of material from unstable margins or from an unstable headwall area (P4, Fig. 10). The recognition of thin bedded strata in the central area similar to that in the underlying Package 3 turbidites, and syn-sedimentary faulting, suggests the source of this material was from the substrate at the margin.

Package 5

Beds initially onlap topography created by underlying debrites (Package 4) and Surface 2 with palaeocurrents indicating reflection and deflection of turbidity currents (e.g. Edwards et al., 1994) (P5i, Fig. 10). The thick, normal graded nature of turbidites suggests down-dip flow confinement that formed transient ponded accommodation. Laterally extensive debrites indicate continued slope instability and failure sourced from the headwall and/or lateral margins (P5i, Fig. 10). The transitional package (Fig. 9) marks the change from thick, normally graded beds to thinner, sharp topped beds with climbing ripple laminated beds, suggesting rapid decrease in flow confinement (e.g. Jobe et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2014). The thinning of the upper slumped layer over the lobe complex may indicate remnant Surface 2 topography, or may be a product of differential compaction during early burial (e.g. Alves, 2010). Deposition of the sharp-topped sandstone and siltstone beds of the uniform datum package is interpreted to represent the healing of the basal shear surface (P5ii, Fig. 10) when the flows were unconfined, with more consistent NE palaeocurrents.
DISCUSSION

Evolution of surfaces

The large scale, concave shape and gradient of basal shear surfaces documented indicates locations at the margins of the submarine landslides, with extensional structures signifying either the headwall or lateral margin. Indicators of transport direction include: bedding and hinge line measurements taken from large-scale fold structures in Package 1 suggesting N or S movement; Package 3 flute and groove measurements indicating NE palaeoflow; Surface 2 scours indicating E palaeoflow; and, Package 5 flute and groove measurements indicating NW to NE palaeoflow. In addition, the presence of an uplifting lateral basin margin to the south of the outcrop, and regional palaeocurrent and thickness trends (van der Merwe et al., 2014), support failure directions towards the north. Therefore, these basal shear surfaces are orientated sub-parallel to the direction of palaeoflow and are interpreted as lateral margins (Bull et al., 2009; Alves, 2015) rather than headwalls.

Basal shear surfaces have been shown to be highly variable in their degree of substrate entrained, depth of incision, and changes in flow dynamics (e.g. Frey-Martinez et al., 2006; Bull et al., 2009; Alves & Lourenço, 2010; Laberg et al., 2016; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2017a). The primary morphology of a basal shear surface or zone is further complicated by post depositional remobilization, occurring directly after deposition on unstable gradients and/or due to differential compaction, especially over variably lithified substrate (Alves & Lourenço, 2010). Outcrop observations help to constrain where the character of the basal shear surface or zone can be attributed to shearing at the time of emplacement or secondary failure and compaction.

The thickness of a basal shear zone is in part controlled by the character of the sheared strata, the relative density/thickness of the flow, the mode of transport (Alves & Lourenço, 2010), and the longevity of the movement. This study documents a clear association between the lithology of eroded material and the nature of the basal shear surface or zone (Fig. 11). Sharp, stepped surfaces occur when eroding into thickly bedded sandstone (Figs 8 and 11) and several-metre thick shear zones form where eroding into chaotic deposits/thinly bedded siltstone (Figs 7A and 11). The characteristics of the flow(s) that formed the initial basal shear surface or zone are unknown, and may be responsible for some of the spatial variations in the thickness and morphology of the basal shear zone, and the transition to a basal shear surface.

The formation of the basal shear surface was likely time transgressive, with initial failure along a single, or multiple closely spaced slip-planes, which deepened and widened. These changes in width and depth may have occurred through deformation and entrainment of the underlying substrate
(van der Merwe et al., 2009, 2011; Dakin et al., 2013), plucking of clasts (Pickering & Corregidor, 2005; Eggenhuisen et al., 2011) and faulting and collapse of lateral margins (Bull et al., 2009). The modification of the basal shear surface results from entrainment of large volumes of substrate (e.g. Dykstra et al., 2011; Dakin et al., 2013). Therefore the material deposited downdip is a combination of the initially failing substrate and material collected during travel and varies greatly down the pathway of the flow (e.g. Piper et al., 1997; Gee et al., 2006; Alves & Cartwright, 2010).

Post formation, secondary failures along the basal shear surface or zone are documented in the form of debrite packages overlying basal shear surfaces (Package 4), extensional faulting towards the SW in the central area (Package 3) and towards the N and E at the lateral margin (Package 4), and remobilization of the lobe complex (Package 3) (Fig. 7A). Downthrow was away from lateral margins and formed due to later deposition on an unstable gradient (Fig. 11). The unusual geometries and variation in dip across Package 3 (Figs 7A, 7B and 11) may be a factor of post deposition movement: i) directly after deposition, ii) later due to loading and/or differential compaction prior to erosion by Surface 2, or iii) later after the deposition of the entire succession. Differential compaction can be shown to have had an impact over the megaclast, which was lithified prior to deposition, therefore forming a topographic high (e.g. Alves, 2010). Post-depositional tilting is observed in the package overlying the megaclast due to the lithified megaclast compacting less than the laterally equivalent substrate. The increased angle of bedding dip (on average 20°) towards the lateral margins of the basal shear surface/zone (Figs 7A, 7B and 11), and stratigraphic decrease suggests that there was incremental post-depositional movement of strata above the basal shear surface (Fig. 11).

Palaeocurrent indicators from deposits directly overlying Surfaces 1 and 2, suggest different failure directions (Fig. 5). These two surfaces may represent two unrelated events, or represent different slip planes within a single landslide complex. Infill of Surface 1 prior to erosion by Surface 2 indicates several depositional episodes rather than different phases of the same event, similar to the Hinlopen Slide (Vanneste et al., 2006) or the Sahara Slide Complex (Li et al., 2017). If Surface 1 and 2 represent the basal shear surfaces that coalesce updip into the headwall of a larger slide this could be characteristic of retrogressive erosional events (Piper et al., 2012). If distinctly separate events, the initial failure event that formed Surface 1 may have removed deposits at the toe-of-slope, subsequently rendering the slope gradient unstable up-dip.

The sizes and dimensions of the basal shear surfaces or zones are similar to large-scale confining surfaces within entrenched slope valley systems (e.g. Posamentier & Kolla, 2003; Beaubouef, 2004; Hubbard et al., 2009; Hodgson et al., 2011). Channel systems can be partially infilled with debrites (e.g. Posamentier & Kolla, 2003), but do not contain the ponded turbidites noted in this study.
Erosional channel complexes are usually characterised by large scale, composite stepped surfaces formed by several stages of erosion (Campion et al., 2000; Sprague et al., 2002) and the stacking of component channels, and channel complexes (e.g. Macauley & Hubbard, 2013) and internal levee successions (Kane & Hodgson, 2011). These components are not present in this example.

Confinement styles

In this example, it is evident that >100 m of slope accommodation was formed as a result of substrate entrainment and emplacement of three large submarine landslides. A single landslide is characterised here by the possible formation of a single basal shear surface or zone, overlain by multiple slumps and debris flows with remnant topography infilled by remobilized deposits and turbidites. Variations in flow confinement can occur at m-to 10s of metres scale above relief on upper surfaces of remobilized units (Armitage et al., 2009; Jackson & Johnson, 2009; Kneller et al., 2016). Flow confinement can also occur at a larger scale (10s-100 m), above basal shear surfaces when a large frontal ramp is formed during the erosion and/or as a result of remobilized deposits forming a topographical barrier down-dip (Frey-Martinez et al., 2006; Moernaut & De Batist, 2011; van der Merwe et al., 2011; Alves, 2015). Here, we consider both the confinement of initial remobilized deposits (formed during failure or deposited immediately after) within the basal shear surface, as well as the confinement of later turbidites/remobilized deposits (Figs 12 and 13).

The gradient and height of the lateral margins allowed full to partial confinement of flows within the basal shear surface or zone. Bed architecture and palaeocurrent indicators from overlying turbidites indicate that although reflection and deflection of flows (e.g. Kneller et al., 1991; Kneller & McCaffrey, 1999) were caused by rugose top surfaces of remobilized deposits infilling the basal shear surface/zone, no large scale deflection or reflection is documented away from the lateral margin, with flow largely moving parallel to the margin.

Three discrete stages of topography-controlled evolution are recognised. Stage 1 (Fig. 12) involves the deposition of large-scale unconfined slumps, slides and debrites, sourced from an uplifting tilted southern basin margin, but not contained by a basal shear surface. Stage 2 (Fig. 12) includes the formation of Surface 1 with steep lateral margins and initial infill of 60 m of thick, sand rich remobilized deposits. This package is overlain by onlapping turbidites and a lobe complex, with a stacking pattern and sand-rich nature that suggests weak down-dip confinement. Stage 3 (Fig. 12) includes the formation of a less steep lateral margin to the basal shear surface that is overlain by thinner debritic deposits and a turbiditic infill with a distinct change from thick well graded and onlapping beds to sharp topped laterally continuous beds, which supports a transition from confined (ponded) to unconfined deposition. Previous models have classified the remobilized infill above a
basal shear surface into two end member scenarios: *frontally emergent* where deposits have outrun the basal shear surface onto the seabed, or *frontally confined* where topography downslope results in the ponding of remobilized deposits within basal shear surface accommodation, restricting outflow onto the seabed (Frey-Martinez *et al*., 2006; Moernaut & De Batist, 2011). Factors determining the confinement style of landslides are the shape of the slope profile (controlling the headwall height, depth of incision and location of frontal ramp), the gradient of the slope (controlling the length of the slope section and the height drop of the basal shear surface) and the geotechnical properties of the substrate (e.g. Moernaut & De Batist, 2011).

Stage 1 (Fig. 12) deposits can be classified as part of a *frontally emergent* landslide (*sensu* Frey-Martinez *et al*., 2006) with its corresponding basal shear surface located up-dip of the outcrop (Figs 12 and 13A). Stage 2 (Fig. 12) shows evidence of partially graded turbidites overlying thick remobilized deposits, suggesting weak down-dip confinement. This supports deposition behind a frontally confined landslide (*sensu* Frey-Martinez *et al*., 2006) (Figs 12 and 13A). Similarly, in Stage 3 (Fig. 12) thick graded turbidites indicate either a section of a frontally confined landslide with down-dip confinement formed by a frontal ramp on the basal shear surface, or a frontally emergent landslide with the MTC infill forming a topographical barrier. The latter may be more likely as the remobilized infill of Surface 2 is relatively thin at the outcrop location and therefore a large proportion may have bypassed down-dip (Figs 12 and 13A). Moreover it is not possible to resolve whether the remobilized deposits infilling the surface were those involved in the original landslide, although this relationship is commonly invoked from stratal relationships in 3D reflection seismic data (e.g. Posamentier & Kolla, 2003; Posamentier & Martinsen, 2011; Ortiz-Karpf *et al*., 2017a).

The formation of a landslide as frontally emergent or frontally confined will greatly affect the amount and location of onlapping and ponded infill. Frontally emergent landslides will likely leave larger evacuated depressions with down-dip confining topography, within which thick packages of turbidites and remobilized deposits can aggrade (e.g. Stage 3). In addition, surface ponding of flow will occur on top of the rugose surface of the emergent remobilized deposit when up-dip accommodation is healed (e.g. Stage 1). Frontally confined landslides will have a complex rugose top surface, with localised depressions infilled with turbidites and remobilized deposits, but likely contain comparatively thinner infilling packages. Therefore, it is more likely that Stage 2 and 3 deposits also represent frontally emergent landslides and subsequent infill but with increasing amounts of seabed topography, resulting in increased flow confinement.

Moernaut & De Bastist (2011) suggested that an increase in slope gradient, such as that documented by uplift/tilting of the basin margin in this study, may result in more frontally emergent (unconfined)
landslides forming due to reduced static and kinetic friction along the basal shear surface and therefore more efficient potential energy transfer. Although this may only be the case when considering individual landslides, due to the multiphase nature of the succession, the stacking of multiple remobilized deposits downslope will result in a higher down-dip topographic barrier forming through time, which would require more gravitational potential energy to overcome. The increase in slope gradient will create a progressively more out-of-phase slope profile, possibly resulting in increased basal shear surface depths within subsequent landslides, leading to more frontal confinement (Frey-Martinez et al., 2006; Moernaut & De Batist, 2011). The properties of the material in which the failure occurred is thought to influence slope stability, with failures within rheologically stronger material being smaller and more deep-seated than those in weaker material, typically resulting in a steeper post-failure slope (McAdoo et al., 2000). Therefore, successive failures progressively evacuate deeper and more consolidated material may create smaller, more confined landslides. Although landslides likely remained ‘unconfined’ within this study due to the factors discussed above, initial remobilized infill may have become relatively more ‘confined’ with shorter run-out distances, and therefore creating more 3D topographic closure, resulting in increased confinement of later turbidite and remobilized infill (Figs 13A and 13B).

Regardless of whether down-dip confining topography was created by a frontal ramp in the basal shear surface or mounded mass flow deposits, there is a clear signature of increasing confinement within the turbiditic infill from Stage 1 to Stage 3 (Figs 12, 13A and 13B). This may be a natural evolution for multiphase failures on steepening/lengthening slopes (Fig. 13B), which occur globally and have been widely documented, including in ancient tectonically controlled settings (Alves & Lourenço, 2010), related to salt withdrawal (Ogiesoba & Hammes, 2012) and modern volcanic islands (Carracedo et al., 1999; Urgeles et al., 2001). Therefore, this model is applicable to both modern and ancient multiphase submarine landslides in many geographical locations.

Source slope

The large scale and deeply erosional basal shear surfaces with infilling deposits recognised in this study are located in the distal, easternmost area of the Laingsburg depocentre (Fig. 2A). Palaeocurrent and sedimentological evidence suggests that they were not fed through the depocentre from the westerly dominant sediment transport direction (Flint et al., 2011; van der Merwe et al., 2014; Fig. 5). The material present infilling the landslides includes a large range of grain sizes, including medium-grained sandstone, which is unusually coarse for deposits in the Laingsburg system (Grecula et al., 2003; Sixsmith et al., 2004; Hodgson et al., 2006; Hofstra et al., 2015). This larger grain size and more northward trending palaeocurrents in the study area (Fig. 5) suggests that many of the infilling packages are more genetically related to the Ripon Fm. deposits present to the
east around the Prince Albert area. Coupled with the interpreted north-facing basin margin that
controlled later Fort Brown Fm. deposition (van der Merwe et al., 2014), this suggests that the
failure surfaces and much of the infilling strata originated from a lateral basin margin to the south.
Although ponded deposits infilled the accommodation created by basal shear surfaces (Fig. 10), no
long-term southerly sediment conduit has been documented. This suggests that the source slope of
these failures was not a major supply margin to the basin at this point, rather an actively uplifting
lateral confining slope.

Sedimentation rates vs. degradation rates
Many studies have shown how submarine landslides can capture/reroute sediment pathways (e.g.
Loncke et al., 2009; Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2015) and pond flows (e.g. Alves & Cartwright, 2010; Kneller et
al., 2016). These studies are examples of slope failures in locations with high sediment input, such as
directly down-dip of delta fronts (Fig. 14). The loading caused by high sediment input may be a
controlling factor in causing failure in these locations. These features can be healed quickly where
sedimentation rates are higher than degradation rates. Conversely slope failure can also occur in
areas of little sediment input, with only passive, hemipelagic infill or infill by sporadic flows/bottom
currents, such as on non-supply margins or salt/mud diapir controlled topography (e.g. McAdoo et
al., 2000). In these locations, the degradation rate of the slope greatly outpaces the sedimentation
rate. The stacked landslide complex outlined in this study clearly has episodic coarse sediment infill
but also shows evidence of periods with low rates of sedimentation. There is no evidence of large-
scale, long-term sediment bypass in the form of channel complexes. It is also unknown if Surface 1
became completely filled and overspilled prior to the erosion of Surface 2. Overall, the
sedimentation rate was in balance with the degradation rate throughout most of the system
evolution. It is possible that these failures occurred in the periphery of an area of sediment input to
create these changing conditions, for example capturing flows transported across the shelf/upper
slope feeding the Ripon system to the east but unable to re-route entire slope systems (Fig. 14). The
model presented in Figure 14 demonstrates how wider scale knowledge of the basin, which is often
lacking in outcrop studies, can be gained from general characterisation of landslide infill.

CONCLUSIONS
This study documents an exceptionally well-exposed example of the formation, evolution and infill
of multiple seismic-scale, submarine landslides. Two 2.0-4.5 km wide basal shear surfaces/zones,
Surface 1 and 2, are interpreted as rare examples of lateral margins commonly identified in
subsurface data. Surface 1 and 2 document minimum evacuation depths of 90 m and 60 m, with
compacted lateral gradients of 8° and 4°, respectively. The basal shear surfaces display variation
across strike, coincident with changes in lithology of eroded deposits. Sharp, distinct, commonly
stepped surfaces formed where thick sand-rich deposits are eroded and are sometimes mantled with scours and bypass lags. Where these surfaces cut mud-rich deposits, shear zones up to 10 m thick developed, with evidence of protracted development likely due to oversteepening and weakening of material during erosion or after loading. The evolution of this submarine landslide complex can be divided into three stages: 1) unconfined deposition of slumps and debris flows that outran their basal shear surface; 2) erosion by basal shear surface 1, overlain by thick slumps and debrites and infilled by weakly confined turbidites and a lobe complex; 3) erosion by basal shear surface 2, overlain by thin debrites and infilled by confined turbidites that transition stratigraphically into unconfined turbidites. All three stages of failure are likely ‘frontally emergent’ landslides, with stacking of failed deposits down-dip. The progressive increase in down-dip topography caused a stratigraphic increase in confinement of turbidity currents. The failure source slope was likely a non-supply lateral basin margin that was actively tilting/uplifting, as evidenced by the entrainment of megaclasts from underlying basin-floor successions. Periods of high and low energy deposition are apparent, with only minor sediment bypass and no development of channels. Therefore, this landslide complex likely formed in a location with fluctuating sediment input, which over the timescale of the landslide complex, was comparable to the degradation rate.

The increase in confinement of remobilized deposits and turbidites, with stacking of landslides, may represent a model applicable to other failures on steepening/lengthening slopes. Moreover, the recognition of these submarine landslides in an area peripheral to the main sediment input highlights the necessity to consider wider basin sedimentation/degradation rates when assessing impact of slope failures on sediment routing, hydrocarbon reservoir connectivity, and seal potential.
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**Figure Captions**

**Figure 1** - Example of a submarine landslide including a basal shear surface or zone with confining lateral margins from a 3D seismic volume of upper to mid slope deposits, Magdalena Fan, Caribbean Sea, offshore Colombia. (A) Variance extraction map of submarine landslide. (B) Seismic cross sections through submarine landslide highlighting the erosional basal shear surface/zone and depositional relief at the top of the initial remobilized/ mass transport deposits or mass transport complex (MTC) fill and overlying/onlapping turbidites. The basal shear surface or zone widens and shallows down-dip with lateral margins showing a decrease in gradient (adapted from Ortiz-Karpf et al., 2017a).

**Figure 2** - (A) Image of southwestern Karoo Basin showing Tanqua and Laingsburg depocentres outlined and study area enlarged. (B) Enlargement of outcrop section showing data points and outcrop location. Sections east and west of the zones of no exposure/ tectonic deformation show in place strata unaffected by large-scale erosion surfaces. (C) (Left) Stratigraphic column of Late Carboniferous, Permian and Early Triassic deposits in the Laingsburg depocentre. Blue dashed box indicates units involved in this study. (Right) Logged section of strata outside of outcrop, showing in place deposit, unaffected by large-scale erosion. Lower logged units correspond to the Whitehill, Collingham and Vischkuil formations. Upper units of thick remobilized sandstone and bedded turbidites may correspond to the Vischkuil/ Laingsburg Formations or the equivalent formations to the East.

**Figure 3** - (A) Logs and correlation of units across outcrop. Colours indicate facies associations, red lines show observed and interpreted surfaces. Numbers indicate package divisions. Log of Surface 2 infill (Packages 4 and 5) shown in figure 9. (B) Photopanel of outcrop with overlay of logged sections, facies associations and erosional surfaces.

**Figure 4** - Representative photographs depicting facies associations present throughout the outcrop. (A) Iron-rich mudstone, Prince Albert Formation. (B) Organic rich mudstone, Whitehill Formation, notebook shown 20 cm long. (C) Iron cemented sandstone turbidite beds. (D) Matjiesfontein chert, marker bed, lens cap 7 cm in diameter. (E) Interbedded sandstone/ siltstone turbidites and ash deposits (marked as A), notebook 20 cm long. (F) Interbedded turbidites and chert layers, notebook 20 cm long. (G) Sharp topped sandstone and siltstone beds, upper turbidite marker package. (H) Sandstone to siltstone graded turbidite beds. (I) Thin-bedded turbidites. (J) Planar and climbing ripple laminated turbidite. (K) Iron-rich ripple laminated turbidite. (L) Thick debrite. (M) Section of
debrite with mm- cm scale mudstone clast in distinctive blue mud-rich matrix, pencil for scale. (N)
Folded interbedded sandstone and siltstone turbidites, geologist for scale. (O) Folded and slumped sandstone beds, white dashed lines indicates fold of beds, geologist for scale. (P) Base of folded sandstone bed.
Figure 5- Sketches illustrating stratigraphic evolution, divided into 7 key stages. (P1) Deposition of lower Ecca group, folded and chaotic strata and megaclasts. (S1) Formation of surface 1, (P2) overlain by folded, chaotic deposits and clasts. (P3) Deposition of onlapping and infilling turbidites and chaotic strata. (S2) Formation of surface 2. (P4) Infill of surface by chaotic deposits. (P5) Deposition of onlapping and infilling turbidites and folded strata.
Figure 6- Photo of lower stratigraphy, Collingham Fm. with Matjiesfontein chert bed, decreasing upwards in ash and chert with a transitional boundary to overlying silt-rich turbidites. A sharp, slightly erosive boundary marks the deposition of chaotic and remobilized strata.
Figure 7- Key architectural characteristics across outcrop. (A) Lower stratigraphy (Package 1) cut by Surface 1, which passes from a sharp, stepped surface to intense zone of sheared mudrock laterally (detailed photo shown in figure 8A), overlain by onlapping turbidites and chaotic deposits (Package 3), cut by Surface 2, overlain by chaotic deposits and megaclast (Package 4) and further overlain by onlapping graded turbidites, chaotic packages and upper turbidite package datum (Package 5). (B) Collingham clast (Package 2) overlain by onlapping but rotated turbidites (Package 3), cut by Surface 2 and overlain by debrites and further onlapping turbidites (Package 4). (C) Debrite and slumps (Package 2) overlap by megaclasts (Package 2) and debrites(Package 3), cut by Surface 2 overlain by debrites (Package 4) and onlapping, graded turbidites (Package 5). Facies association colour key shown on figure 3.
Figure 8- Photos basal shear zone (Surface 1) and slumped sandstone-rich turbidites and surface 2. (A) Section of basal shear zone with foiled fabric, contorted strata, sheath folds and white lines showing numerous small scale faults. (B) Stepped section of surface 2 cutting folded and dewatered sandstone turbidites (Package 3). Overlying turbidites onlap surface (Package 5). (C) Erosional surface eroding slumped sandstone (Package 3) overlain by Collingham clast (Package 4). (D) Stepped surface 2 with onlapping turbidites (Package 5) from opposing sides of topography. (E) Scour present on top of erosional surface with coarse lag of medium sandstone and mudclasts. (F) Scour on top of erosional surface mantled with mudstone clasts.
Figure 9- Logged section through Package 4 and Package 5. Base of log is Surface 2. Location of log shown on figure 3 and 7C. Chaotic deposits of Package 4 are overlain by thick graded turbidite beds
which transition upwards into thinner sharp topped beds with intervening layers of chaotic and
folded deposits that are laterally extensive over the outcrop. Top 12 m of log are used as upper
datum for figure 3. Key for facies association on figure 3.

Figure 10- Sketches illustrating depositional and erosional evolution over the outcrop and the
surrounding area, with sequential panels simplified from figure 3. (P1i) Deposition of lower Ecca
Group stratigraphy towards the east. (P1ii) Unconfined remobilized deposition. (S1 & P2) Erosion
and deformation by Surface 1 and remobilized infill towards the north. (P3i) partially confined
turbidite infill, with overlying chaotic deposits. (P3ii) Partially remobilized intraslope lobe complex.
(S2 & P4) Erosion and deformation by Surface 2 and chaotic infill. (P4i) Fully confined turbidite and
chaotic infill of surface 2. (P5ii) Overspill of confining topography and unconfined turbidite
deposition.

Figure 11- Post deposition failure of basal shear surfaces/zones. Including tilting of onlapping strata
and failure away from lateral margins and headwall. Both Surface 1 and 2 basal shear varies from a
distinct surface to zone of intense shear when eroding into coarser sediment (sharp/stepped) or
finer material (chaotic zone of shear). Dashed brackets numbered 1-3 refer to slide complex
subdivisions (Stage 1, 2 and 3), discussed in text and shown in figure 12.

Figure 12- Three key stages of outcrop evolution. Stage 1- deposition of frontally emergent
remobilized deposits with onlapping turbidity currents, with basal shear surface/zone located up-dip
of the outcrop exposure in this study. Stage 2- Formation of basal shear surface/zone 1, with initial
remobilized deposits either frontally confined with frontal ramp creating down-dip topography or
frontally emergent and creating a mounded topographic barrier down-dip. Subsequent infilling
turbidites are partially confined. Stage 3- Formation of basal shear surface/zone 2 with initial
remobilized deposits either frontally confined with frontal ramp creating down-dip topography or
frontally emergent and creating a mounded topographic barrier down-dip. Subsequent turbidite and
remobilized infill transitions stratigraphically from fully confined to unconfined.

Figure 13- (A) Simplified dip section of Stage 1, 2 and 3 basal shear surfaces/zones and subsequent
deposits, showing possible scenario to create strike section documented in this study. (B) Evolution
of turbidite confinement from Stages 1-3 showing transition from unconfined turbidites, to partially
confined and fully confined with each subsequent failure. Dip section shows how increasing slope
gradient and mounding of deposits down-dip could create increased turbidite confinement whilst
initial remobilized deposits remain frontally emergent with decreasing run-out distance.
Figure 14- Sketch of shelf and slope systems indicating how interplay of sediment supply rate and rate of slope degradation can vary the infill of submarine landslides. Slides in areas of high sediment supply can cause the capture and rerouting of sediment pathways, and become quickly infilled and overspill. In locations distal to sediment supply, slides can remain underfilled with degradation rate outpacing sedimentation rate. In intermediary areas periods of high and low sediment supply mean that on average sediment supply is roughly equal to degradation rate.
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- Chaotic and Folded deposits
- Slit-rich turbidites
- Small scale remobilization
- Transitional boundary
- Collingham Formation
- Decreasing ash and chert Increasing turbidites

Scoured base Not within large erosional surface
Figure 7

[Diagram showing geological features and stratigraphy with labeled surfaces and sediment types.]
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Figure 10

P1- i. Deposition of lower stratigraphy

P1- ii. Unconfined remobilized deposition

S1 & P2- Surface 1, and initial remobilized infill

P3- i. Infill of onlapping turbidites

P3- ii. Partially confined lobe deposition

S2 & P4- Surface 2 and initial remobilized infill

P5- i. Confined infill of Surface 2

T5- ii. Unconfined deposition

KEY

- Outcrop outline
- Remobilization direction
- Erosion surface
- Section outside of slide scars
- Sand dominated strata
- Silt dominated strata
- Slump/slide with megadacasts
- Slope
- Slide basal shear surface

Overall palaeoflow
Palaeocurrent direction
**Post-depositional remobilization**

**Tilted strata**
- Turbidites onlap onto underlying debris and megaclast strata.
- Creep in underlying deposits and/or unstable lateral margin gradient causes tilting in partially lithified beds.
- Alternately geometries may be caused differential compaction over pre-lithified megaclast.

**Remobilized lobe**
- Rapid lobe deposition creates thick highly dewatered deposits.
- Deposition on unstable but low gradient results in local failure down slope away from the lateral margin and/or headwall.

**Lateral margin failure**
- Deposits onlapping lateral margin fail towards the centre of the slide scar.
- Becomes unstable immediately or when buried by sufficient sediment.
- Faults have throw from mm’s to 10 m.

**Surface 1**
- Clear sharp surface evident where eroding sand-rich strata.
- Chaotic zone of shear created where surface cuts through finer and chaotic sediment.
- Post-shear failure away from lateral margins and/or headwall, immediately after deposition, due to later loading or during compaction.

**Surface 2**
- Surface sharp and stepped where eroding into coarser, thick bedded lobe sandstone.
- Mantled with scours, mudclasts and Collinham Fm. clasts.
- Chaotic zone of shear created where surface cuts through finer thin bedded/chaotic sediment.
- Clasts of folded and sheared lobe sandstone and thin beds remobilized away from lateral margins.
1. **Slide 1 - Unconfined onlap**

- Unconfined remobilized deposits, which have outrun their basal shear surface, onto an area of relatively low gradient.
- Turbidity currents can onlap and become ponded within rugose surface topography, resulting in reflection and deflection of flows.

2. **Slide 2 - Partially confined infill**

A) Slide basal shear surface creates concave shape and possible frontal ramp creating topography down-dip. Initial remobilized deposits partially confined within basal shear surface can further increase down-dip topography.
B) Partially confined turbidites onlap and infill topography, with some grading of beds, reflection and deflection of flows.
C) Thick sand rich flows undergo flow-stripping forming a sand-rich intraslope lobe complex and bypass finer sediment down-dip. Rugose MTD topography healed, onlap present on steep lateral margin.

3. **Slide 3 - Confined infill**

A) Slide scar basal shear surface creates concave shape and possible frontal ramp creating topography down-dip. Initial remobilized deposits partially confined within basal shear surface can further increase down-dip topography.
B) Turbidites are confined by lateral margins and down-dip topography, forming fully graded, ponded beds.
C) Gradually topography is healed by infilling turbidites, transitioning to unconfined flows, which breach topographical barrier and form a laterally continuous package.

**KEY**

- **Yellow:** Sand dominated strata
- **Dark brown:** Silt dominated strata
- **Slide basal shear surface**
- **Slide/slump deposit with clasts**
- **Reflected/deflected palaeocurrent direction**
Figure 13

A. Slide evolution and infill - simplified dip section

SLIDE 2  SLIDE 3

Outcrop section

B. Evolution of turbidite confinement

Cross section

Dip section

Increasing confinement

KEY

Confined  Partially confined  Unconfined

Figure 14

Delta  SHELF  SLOPE

Slide distal to sediment input, filled by sporadic currents and hemipelagic sediment. Slide slowly infilled/remained underfilled.

Sedimentation rate < degradation rate

Slide medial to sediment input, periods of high and low sedimentation. Slide sporadically infilled.

Sedimentation rate ≥ degradation rate

Slide proximal to sediment input, captures and re-routes sediment pathways. Slide rapidly infilled.

Sedimentation rate > degradation rate

Abandoned channel system

KEY

Slope channel  Landslide basal shear surface  Sand-rich flows  High sediment input

Levee  Remobilized deposits  Mixed sand and silt-rich flows  Low sediment input